
Friends and Family Conversation Tip Sheet: 
(or, how to talk with your family and maybe even enjoy it!) 

This year we’ve been hearing from all sorts of people that they want to use Living Room 
Conversations skills to help heal family relationships. People have experienced loss of or harm 

to treasured relationships because of politics. And now with the holidays coming up they are 

considering how to navigate. Does love supersede politics? For most people it does. But there is 

still confusion and hurt to manage. How do we do this? How can we listen to each other and 

hold the tension of our differences?  

People have reported going home and having better conversations with relatives and friends 
they disagree with after having Living Room Conversations. There are skills that we get to 

practice in Living Room Conversations that are easy to take home. Some have invited 

relatives to join them in Living Room Conversations. Like with any Living Room Conversation 

you only invite people you believe will be able and willing to abide by the conversation 

agreements and follow the structure. People have a natural intuition about what friends and 

family to invite. We all know family members that aren’t good at taking turns being curious or 

listening with respect. We also tend to know when family is good at it, or might be, with gentle 

reminders of the conversation agreements.  

For years we’ve told people that family is one situation where we are not fully confident that 

Living Room Conversations will work. Why? Because family is known for breaking host and 
guest social norms. Because family knows each other’s triggers and because family relations 

often require more of us. Emotional stakes tend to be higher, conversations are colored by 

history and it can feel easier to take the proverbial gloves off and fight dirty, unconstrained by 

the politeness we give others. But we love our family, even when we don’t like what they 

believe!  

We are thrilled to have more and more people doing the Relationships Over Politics and 

other Living Room Conversations in order to hone their relationship skills and thinking. Some 

people come away with a new appreciation for the power of listening or new curiosity about 

why people they love think the way they do or new insights about the power of a 
asking questions without judgment.  

There are very few quick fixes in the world of relationships. Building trust and understanding 

takes time.  This is slow and satisfying work.  

Living Room Conversations is an open source project.  Please use, share and modify with attribution to  
www.LivingRoomConversations.org 

https://www.livingroomconversations.org/topics/relationships-over-politics-connecting-with-friends-and-family/
http://www.livingroomconversations.org/
http://www.livingroomconversations.org/
http://www.livingroomconversations.org/


INTRODUCTION 
It's no secret we sometimes disagree with families and friends. What seems secret is how to                

handle it when we do! At Living Room Conversations, we specialize in structuring challenging              

conversations so they are safe and enjoyable using our Conversation Agreements and            

Conversation Guides. 

Wouldn't it be great if we could talk to family and friends as respectfully as people in Living                  

Room Conversations talk to strangers? We realized it could be useful to share our Conversation               

Agreements more broadly for the holidays. They are good to keep in mind for kinder               

dinner-table conversations. True, others may not be following the Conversation Agreements           

but sometimes good practices can be contagious and you can have the satisfaction of feeling               

better about your own part in the conversation.  

CONVERSATION AGREEMENTS 
These are the Living Room Conversation Agreements: 

● Be curious and open to learning . Conversation is as much about listening as it is about               

talking. Enjoy hearing all points of view. Maintain an attitude of exploration.

● Show respect and suspend judgment. Human beings tend to judge one another; do            

your best not to. Setting judgments aside opens you up to learning from others and              

makes them feel respected and appreciated.

● Find common ground and note differences. Look for common ground you can agree on             

and take an interest in the differing beliefs and opinions of others.

● Be authentic and welcome that from others. Share what’s important to you. Speak            

authentically from your personal experience. Be considerate of others who are doing           

the same.

● Be purposeful and to the point. Notice if what you are conveying is or is not pertinent                

to the topic at hand.

● Own and guide the conversation. Take responsibility for the quality of your           

participation and that of the conversation. Be proactive in getting yourself and others            

back on track if needed.

Living Room Conversations is an open source project.  Please use, share and modify with attribution to 
www.LivingRoomConversations.org 
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THE BASICS 

Listening is powerful. It doesn't mean you agree. Just giving someone your full attention is a                

valuable gift. People rarely change their beliefs in a conversation; but people often expand              

understanding through conversation. Focus on learning and sharing rather than debating or            

convincing. To do so you can: 

● Ask thoughtful questions, inspired by whatever honest curiosity you feel

● Try to understand, not convince or persuade

● Share personal stories and experiences, not data points

● Notice if there are areas of agreement.

● Assume good intentions and extend the benefit of the doubt

● Thoughtfully end the conversation when you are triggered or tired

● Share appreciation for having the conversation

CORE SKILLS 
● Generous listening . Listen deeply, without an intention to respond, refute, or defend.           

Just listen.

● Assume good intent. Give the person the benefit of the doubt.

● Genuine curiosity . Show curiosity by asking questions and learning more about the           

person’s life experiences that have shaped their perspective.

● Respectful engagement. Showing respect and kindness can diffuse a great deal of           

tension and it’s often contagious.

POTENTIAL PITFALLS 
● Insults or name-calling. Using unflattering names or making derogatory remarks about          

people that the other person cares about (including political leaders) are fighting words.

● Overgeneralizing. Beware of using words like “you always” and “you never." They are            

seldom true, and these words tend to feel attacking.

● Leading questions. Steer clear of asking questions designed to “trap” the person or lead             

them to a pre-determined answer you want to hear.

● Talking more than listening. It is rare to make progress on understanding a different             

perspective while doing the majority of the talking.

● Facts, figures, and data-points. Few things shut down a good conversation faster than            

cold, hard, facts...and alternative facts! Focus on concerns and experiences rather than           

data.

Living Room Conversations is an open source project.  Please use, share and modify with attribution to 
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Additional Skills to Build Connection 

● Set the stage. Establish your interest in an enjoyable, productive conversation rather

than a debate or argument.

● Listen for values and desired outcomes. Most of us have core values that overlap

(health, safety, prosperity). Identifying these can help strengthen the relationship.

● Verify and acknowledge feelings. Ask about, and seek to understand what the other

person is feeling about the topic. They may have very personal experiences that shape

their perspective. Be aware of these feelings and acknowledge them.

● Use humor, if possible. Be willing to laugh at yourself when and where appropriate.

Humor can lighten the mood and make the conversation enjoyable.

● First-person language . Own your feelings and express them as “I felt ______(feeling)

when you ______ (describe specific behavior and when it occurred). For example, “I felt

frustrated when you said I was unrealistic this morning.”

● Explore and reflect rather than disagree directly. For example, starting sentences with “I

am wondering….” can be very productive if it is sincere.

● Find common ground . Look for and acknowledge areas of agreement.

● Use engaging language. See how often you can replace "but" with "and"

● Ask open-ended questions. This allows others to think out loud and may offer a better

path for understanding their perspective.

● Keep a light tone. When judgement creeps in, your tone will give you away! If this

happens, own it, apologize and ask another question.

FIRST AID 
Families know where all the buttons are. What happens if you get triggered? Avoid responding               

when you know you are triggered and feel yourself being defensive and/or needing to be right.                

Sometimes, letting go of the conversation is the best course of action. A break for a short walk                  

or new activity or change of subject can help restore equanimity. Try the following to change                

the direction of a conversation and/or mend a conversation that has turned destructive: 

● Let's change the topic. Tell me, how is your garden (or other hobby)?

● This is a heated conversation. Our relationship is more important to me.

● I feel bad when we argue. Let's stop for now.

● I'm sorry we argued. I care about you.

● Our relationship will always be more important to me than our differences.

Living Room Conversations is an open source project.  Please use, share and modify with attribution to 
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

When we stand in self-righteous anger, i.e. “how can you believe THAT?” we find ourselves               

separated. Some people -- including family members -- would prefer to be right than to be                

connected.  

 

Sometimes we see family as a reflection of ourselves. We may feel an obligation to make them                 

see "the error of their ways." And we may want to be clear that we are not flawed in that way,                     

too. It can be much harder to avoid judging and remain curious with family--even when we                

know this is the most effective way for us to connect with them.  

 

With family, not arguing and not pushing back can feel like a betrayal of our own beliefs. It can                   

feel like selling out just to keep peace at the dinner table. But listening with genuine curiosity is                  

not selling out or taking the easy road. There is deep value in taking a more respectful and                  

curious approach. When we connect in this way mutual listening is far more possible. And               

remember: again and again we hear from Living Room Conversation Guide users who have              

friends and family with very different views that love comes first. Let's let it! 

 

Some family and friends may not be ready for a thoughtful conversation and that is perfectly                

ok. At Living Room Conversation we choose conversation partners based upon their ability --              

and commitment - to abide by the conversation agreements and enjoy an exploratory             

conversation. At a holiday gathering you may be the only person following conversation             

agreements. Choosing who to engage with, in what setting, and at what level is wise. For some                 

people listening might be the only thing you want to do with them…moving on to others where                 

you believe some mutual curiosity and appreciation might be productive. Also, recognize that a              

family gathering might be a place where some topics are simply not welcome. Be gentle with                

yourself and others.  Sometimes the simple act of breaking bread together is enough.  

 

 

 

 

Living Room Conversations is an open source project.  Please use, share and modify with attribution to 
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Good Questions for Great Gatherings: 
Building Better Conversations

Great conversations begin with good questions. Make your next gathering more memorable by sprinkling in 
some of our favorite questions from the Conversation Guide library. You can try asking them at the dinner table, 
in the car, even over Zoom. 

No matter how different the holidays look this year, with a little planning and creativity, our gatherings can 
shimmer with thoughtfulness, curiosity, and generosity of spirit...and help us experience the true meaning 
of the season. 

These questions cover a lot of ground. No pressure to get through all of them in one sitting. It might take multiple 
conversations. Choose as many or as few as whatever works for your time and setting.

Want more guidance for connecting? Check out our Friends and Family Conversation Tips!  
livingroomconversations.org/friends-and-family-guide/

Your Short Cut to Meaningful Conversations

What do you wish you could talk about more meaningfully? Who would you like to be a part of that 
conversation? 

Describe an experience where you felt deeply listened to. What was going on?  What bit of wisdom did you 
learn from that experience?

What benefits have you experienced from listening to others with differing beliefs? What fears do you 
have about listening to people whose beliefs differ from your own? 

How much grace (or courteous goodwill) are you willing to extend in communicating with others? How 
does this vary with different people in your life (family, friends, co-workers, people in authority, etc)?

When are you most comfortable in sharing your thoughts? In what venues or groups is this most likely to 
happen? When do you find it difficult?

How do you demonstrate respect for others, while maintaining an ability to speak your mind? 

How do you project your genuine desire to listen and learn rather than debate or judge? 

What does the Golden Rule mean to you? Do you personally apply the Golden Rule in your interactions 
with others? If you don’t, what holds you back from doing so?

Is it easy or hard for you to connect with others who were raised differently, or live and think differently 
than you?  What have you seen getting in the way of that from happening?

How do you stay fully present and attentive when deeply listening to someone? 

Conversation Agreements

Be authentic and welcome that 
from others.

Be purposeful and to the point.

Own and guide the conversation.

Be curious and listen to understand.

Show respect and suspend judgment.

Note any common ground as well as 
any differences.



Good Questions for Great Gatherings: 
Sharing Hopes and Aspirations

Great conversations begin with good questions. Make your next gathering more memorable by sprinkling in 
some of our favorite questions from the Conversation Guide library. You can try asking them at the dinner table, 
in the car, even over Zoom. 

No matter how different the holidays look this year, with a little planning and creativity, our gatherings can 
shimmer with thoughtfulness, curiosity, and generosity of spirit...and help us experience the true meaning 
of the season. 

These questions cover a lot of ground. No pressure to get through all of them in one sitting. It might take multiple 
conversations. Choose as many or as few as whatever works for your time and setting.

Want more guidance for connecting? Check out our Friends and Family Conversation Tips!  
livingroomconversations.org/friends-and-family-guide/

Your Short Cut to Meaningful Conversations

How do you experience hope? What do you have hope for?

Where and how do you find friends and develop friendships? What do your friendships mean to you? What 
are friends for?

What does unity mean to you? Where in your life do you experience unity?

What is the promise of the United States to its citizens? What is your personal commitment to creating the 
America you want?

Which part of your spirituality is most precious to you? How do you feed, nurture or protect it? When is a 
time you felt spiritually alive or awakened?

What do you need from your friends but you don't know how to ask for? 

When have encounters with strangers enriched your life? What happened? 

How have the changes we’ve made as individuals and society during COVID impacted your thinking 
about the future you would like to see and the future you believe we could achieve? What is essential? 

What story from this year has been most inspirational for you? How does it impact your own experience? 

What would a society that values racial and ethnic differences look like? What hopes and fears come up 
for you when thinking about that society? 

Conversation Agreements

Be authentic and welcome that 
from others.

Be purposeful and to the point.

Own and guide the conversation.

Be curious and listen to understand.

Show respect and suspend judgment.

Note any common ground as well as 
any differences.



Talking about Race

Great conversations begin with good questions. Make your next gathering more memo-
rable by sprinkling in some of our favorite questions from the Conversation Guide library. 
You can try asking them at the dinner table, in the car, even over Zoom. 

These questions cover a lot of ground. No pressure to get through all of them in one sitting. It might take multiple 
conversations. Choose as many or as few as whatever works for your time and setting.

Want more guidance for connecting? Check out our Friends and Family Conversation Tips!  
livingroomconversations.org/friends-and-family-guide/

Do you feel your race impacts your daily life? If so, how?  

Were conversations about race a part of your upbringing?

How have recent events opened your mind to a perspective you hadn’t considered before? 
How do you challenge yourself to stay open and continue to learn?

Where do you see yourself within the context of the racial justice movement? What does that 
mean to you? 

What would help you feel more empowered to address racial equity?

How has Anti-Asian sentiment surfaced in your personal experience over the years? How has 
it changed over the years? 

Have you encountered being wrong or corrected in your work against racism? What was that 
like for you? If you haven’t had this experience, how will you deal with it when it happens?

Think of those times when you were successful in interrupting racism and those times when 
you allowed a racist act or comment to go unchallenged. What happened? What helped you to 
act or kept you from acting? What new learnings emerged from those experiences?

What does Juneteenth mean to you? How do you celebrate it? 

What would a society that values racial and ethnic differences look like? What hopes and fears 
come up for you thinking about that society?

Conversation Agreements

Be authentic and welcome that 
from others.

Be purposeful and to the point.

Own and guide the conversation.

Be curious and listen to understand.

Show respect and suspend judgment.

Note any common ground as well as 
any differences.



Good Questions for Great Gatherings: 
Building Better Conversations

Great conversations begin with good questions. Make your next gathering more memorable by sprinkling in 
some of our favorite questions from the Conversation Guide library. You can try asking them at the dinner table, 
in the car, even over Zoom. 

No matter how different the holidays look this year, with a little planning and creativity, our gatherings can 
shimmer with thoughtfulness, curiosity, and generosity of spirit...and help us experience the true meaning 
of the season. 

These questions cover a lot of ground. No pressure to get through all of them in one sitting. It might take multiple 
conversations. Choose as many or as few as whatever works for your time and setting.

Want more guidance for connecting? Check out our Friends and Family Conversation Tips!  
livingroomconversations.org/friends-and-family-guide/

Your Short Cut to Meaningful Conversations

What do you wish you could talk about more meaningfully? Who would you like to be a part of that 
conversation? 

Describe an experience where you felt deeply listened to. What was going on?  What bit of wisdom did you 
learn from that experience?

What benefits have you experienced from listening to others with differing beliefs? What fears do you 
have about listening to people whose beliefs differ from your own? 

How much grace (or courteous goodwill) are you willing to extend in communicating with others? How 
does this vary with different people in your life (family, friends, co-workers, people in authority, etc)?

When are you most comfortable in sharing your thoughts? In what venues or groups is this most likely to 
happen? When do you find it difficult?

How do you demonstrate respect for others, while maintaining an ability to speak your mind? 

How do you project your genuine desire to listen and learn rather than debate or judge? 

What does the Golden Rule mean to you? Do you personally apply the Golden Rule in your interactions 
with others? If you don’t, what holds you back from doing so?

Is it easy or hard for you to connect with others who were raised differently, or live and think differently 
than you?  What have you seen getting in the way of that from happening?

How do you stay fully present and attentive when deeply listening to someone? 

Conversation Agreements

Be authentic and welcome that 
from others.

Be purposeful and to the point.

Own and guide the conversation.

Be curious and listen to understand.

Show respect and suspend judgment.

Note any common ground as well as 
any differences.



Good Questions for Great Gatherings: 
Exploring Current Events

Great conversations begin with good questions. Make your next gathering more memorable by sprinkling in 
some of our favorite questions from the Conversation Guide library. You can try asking them at the dinner table, 
in the car, even over Zoom. 

No matter how different the holidays look this year, with a little planning and creativity, our gatherings can 
shimmer with thoughtfulness, curiosity, and generosity of spirit...and help us experience the true meaning 
of the season. 

These questions cover a lot of ground. No pressure to get through all of them in one sitting. It might take multiple 
conversations. Choose as many or as few as whatever works for your time and setting.

Want more guidance for connecting? Check out our Friends and Family Conversation Tips!  
livingroomconversations.org/friends-and-family-guide/

Your Short Cut to Meaningful Conversations

What current events are taking up a lot of space for you right now?

What do you wish you could talk about more meaningfully? Who would you like to be a part of 
that conversation?

How do you decide what news sources to trust? How has your trust in news sources changed? What 
consequences have you seen or expected from the spread of “fake news”?

How has the government's response, the public's response, or the response of the media you follow 
impacted your perception of the pandemic? Describe any dissonance or gray areas you are finding. 

What are the benefits and/or costs for the divisiveness of our politics? Has this changed for you over 
the years?

What is your experience interacting or staying connected to others you care about who feel differently 
about the 2020 presidential election?

What would a society that values racial and ethnic differences look like? What hopes and fears come up 
for you thinking about that society?

What thoughts and emotions have the murders of Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, and George Floyd 
brought up in you? What has this been like for you?

What story from this time of pandemic has been most inspirational for you? How does it impact your 
own experience? 

Conversation Agreements

Be authentic and welcome that 
from others.

Be purposeful and to the point.

Own and guide the conversation.

Be curious and listen to understand.

Show respect and suspend judgment.

Note any common ground as well as 
any differences.



Unpacking the Conversation Agreements 

Sometimes it’s helpful to unpack the conversation agreements, so that 
people can…  

Be curious and open to learning. 
Conversation is as much about listening as it is about talking. Listen and be open to 
hearing all points of view. Maintain an attitude of exploration and learning. 

● Our purpose is not to reach consensus, convert someone to our own ways of 
thinking or believing, or win a debate. 

● Marvel at all the different ways of looking at the issue. 
● When we hear a perspective that is different from our own, we often want to 

respond with our own perspective. Your time to speak will come, so do your best 
to simply listen and wonder…perhaps imagine you’re traveling in a strange land. 
“I wonder how they came to that understanding” is powerful self-talk that opens 
our curiosity.  

Show respect and suspend judgment. 
Human beings tend to judge one another; do your best not to. Setting judgments aside 
opens you up to learning from others and makes them feel respected and appreciated. 

● It’s helpful to describe what respectful listening looks like. Most of us are familiar 
with the need not to interrupt. Cross-talk is also a temptation. When someone 
says something that interests us, we sometimes feel the urge to say something 
like, “Yes! That’s happened to me….” and begin a dialogue with the speaker. If 
we do that, it limits the other person’s ability to speak. When you get that urge to 
jump in, try writing your comment down on your topic guide so that you can 
mention it when it’s your turn to talk. 

● You probably don’t need this reminder, but some folks do…so, when it’s your 
turn to speak, avoid cursing, yelling, blaming and other kinds of attack. 

● Be aware of your own body language. Eye-rolling, head-shaking and snorting are 
not helpful. 

● Judging is hard-wired in our brains. In less than a second after we meet people, 
we assess who they are, what they value and believe, and what we can expect 
from them. This built-in ability is critical to safety in some situations. If a lion pops 
out from behind a rock right in front of us, we need to recognize it instantly and 
take appropriate action, not hang around to wonder if the animal is a pet seeking 
a new home. There are no lions here. Really. Our instinctive judging capacity 
gets in the way of taking in new information, because it leads us to believe that 
we already know all we need to know about a person and that belief keeps us 



from wondering and listening deeply. Just be aware of your judgment and put it 
to the side while you listen. 

Find common ground and note differences. 
Look for a common ground you can agree on and note the differences in the beliefs and 
opinions of others. 

● If there is disagreement, actively listen for ways you agree with the person 
speaking. 

● Curiosity really helps us to objectively identify differences in beliefs and opinions. 

Be authentic and welcome that from others. 
Share what’s important to you. Speak authentically from your personal experience. Be 
considerate of others who are doing the same. 

● Tell your story to the degree that it’s comfortable for you. Think about how you 
have experienced the issue at hand. 

● Each response or story is a gift of trust. Receive it in a trustworthy way.  

Be purposeful and to the point. 
Notice if what you are conveying is or is not pertinent to the topic at hand. Be cognizant 
of making the same point more than once. 

●  We all get distracted from our original point from time to time. Keep the question 
you’re answering in front of you and try to avoid going down rabbit holes or 
circling around to say something in a different way. 

● Remember that our purpose is to share and learn, not to convince or change 
others. 

Own and guide the conversation. 
Take responsibility for the quality of your participation and that of the conversation. Be 
proactive in getting yourself and others back on track if needed. 

● Ownership doesn’t simply give you permission to help each other out. Each 
participant has responsibility for the quality of the conversation. The agreements 
and the guide are the facilitator. Each group is in charge of their own 
conversation, and each person has the responsibility to monitor and direct what’s 
happening. 

● You may be tempted to abandon the topic guide and have free-floating 
conversation. That’s the group’s choice, but the result of that decision means 
more work for you—to make sure everyone gets equal airtime, to ensure that no 



one’s agenda takes over, to avoid the kind of messiness that happens when the 
debate-oriented relative comes to dinner. 

● This conversation method is structured to help us practice listening—not talking. 
If you’re strongly tempted to have free-floating conversation, consider how that’s 
working for you in the rest of your life. 

● Many groups decide to have a few minutes of open conversation, asking if 
anyone has clarifying questions or comments, at the end of each round. Knowing 
there will be a time for that helps people listen during the rounds. 

● The topic guide will hold the process, and you’ll have more fun if you follow it.  
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